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Abstract. A condensation algorithm for find& the period and cyclic classes of an 11 node 
strongly connected graph (or equivdently, the period of an n state irreducible Markov chain) is 
given for which an upper bound on the numbe: of operations is proportional to n2. This sub- 
stantially improves upon the upper bounds of the two existing algorithms known to us, both of 
which are proportional to n4. The idea of our method is this. The set of nodes accessible in one 
step from some node 1, say, belong to a common cyclic class and so can be “condensed” into a 
single node. Similarly, the set of nodes accessib.!e in one step from that conderrzd node belong 
to a common cyclic class and so can be condensed into EL single node. After at most 2~--2 repe- 
titions of this procedure, the resulting graph is a circuit whose length is the period of the origi- 
nal graph and each of whose nodes is a condens;i.tion of d cyclic class in the original graph. 
1. In c roductioll 
The two algorithms known to us for finding the period p or’ an PI node 
(directed) graph G, viz., those of Kaufman and Malgrange [ 31 and of 
Thompson [ 81, both require 0(n4) o\?erations. The purpose of this 
paper is to give a new algorithm requiring only C:Q2) operations. This 
algorithm can, of course, be :tsed to solve an equivalent problem of 
some importance in the study of Markov chains, viz., that of finding the 
period of a stochastic matrix. 
The period of 5 is the least common multiple of the periods of its 
terminal components * ; or in the language of Markov chains, of its re- 
current classes. For this reason and betoaush the best algorithms 
* This research was supported by NSF Grant GK-13339, Office of Naval Research Contract 
N00014-67-A-0112-005(; (NR-042-264), the Canada Council, and the National Research 
Council of Canada. 
** Original version received 20 December 197 1. 
’ A component of a (directed) graph IS a maximal sllbset of the nodes with the property that 
edch pair of distinct nodes in the subset arc contained in some circuit. A componenl. is called 
terminal if no node outside the component is accessible from it. 
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[ 2; 5; 1; 4; 71 that we know for finding the terminal componenks of G 
require up to O(n*) operations, it will suffice to assume that G/is strong- 
ly connected as we do in the sequel without further mention * ; Inci- 
dentally, our algorithm, like that in [ 2; 51 dc.f., [ 4; 1 I), involve;s progres- 
sively “condensing” the graph. Their method finds the co.mpoients 
(only the terminal ones in [ 23) of a graph while ours stops wit13 the 
cyclic classes of a strongly connected graph. ! 
By a partition of the set N= { 1, . . . . n} of nodes we mean, of&ourse, 
a collection of nonc‘mpty disjoint subsets whose union is iv. Aqsociated 
with any partition P of N is a graph GP formed from G by “coqldensing” 
each node belonging to a given element of P into the least meqber of 
that element. Thus GP is the strongly connected graph whose qodes NP 
are the least members of the elements of P and whose arcs are those 
pairs (SJ) E A$ for which there exists an arc (r, S) in G with r a{ld s be- 
longing to the same elements of P as do i and i respectively. W{ refer to 
an element of P as the set of ancestors of tlidt element’s least d!ember. 
If P and Q are partitions of N, we say that P is coarser than Q if each 
element of P is the union of elements in Q. In that event, we saiy that 
the graph G, is a condensation of GQ. Of course, G, is a conde/nsatioln 
of G for every partition P of N. 
There is a unique partition C of N whose i; elements C,, . . . . $Jp -are 
the p cyclic equivalence classes of G. After .!ppropriate reindexmg, all 
the arcs emanating from nodes in Ci termin?i:e at nodes in Ci+r ifor i 4: p 
and in C, for i = p. For any partition P of K for which C is coalser than 
P, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the cyclic clashes of G, 
and of G. More precisely, each cyclic class of G is the set of all bncestors 
of the nodes in one cyclic class of G,. In particular, this mean&hat GP 
and G have the same period. 
2. The condensation method 
Define a sequence G,? G,, . . . of graphs i.nductively as follows. Let 
I, = { 1 ), i0 = 1 and G, = G. Given k- > 0, G, _I and a distinguished node 
jk_l in Gk-,, let lk be the set of terminal nodes, of arcs leading q)ut of 
nodejk_l in Gk_& = min Ire and G, be the condensation of C_‘k _1 in 
which the nodes of Jk are ccndensed into node jEi. 
* We are indebted to Robert Tajan for calling our at’tentiarr +o [4;5; 71 and to Vhlav 
Chvital for translating part of [ l] for IIS. 
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Theorem 2.1. The gruph G2,, __2 is a circuit and its length is the period of 
G. Moreover, the cyclic classes o-f G are the sets oJlancestors of the nodes 
in G2,,_+ 
Proof. Since CC is a condensation of G,, G,, . . . and since these graphs 
are strongly connected, have corresponding cyclic classes and have the 
same period, it suffices to show G2n_2 is a circuit. To this end, notice 
that for each k >, 0, if lk and jkil are distinct nodes in Gk+l, then the arc 
joining & and jk+l is the only arc emanating from ik in G,+,. Thus, since 
each node in G is accessible ill i-z-1 steps or less from every other node, 
for every k 2 n- 1 each erode in G, ecluals jr for some 0 5 I 5 k. Also, 
each node in G,, except possibly jk, has exactly one arc e inanating from 
it. If ik has two or more arrs emanating from it in #Sk, then G, has at 
least one more node than Gk+l. But this can occur for at most ~-1 of 
the n values of k in the interval n-l <, k <_ 2n-2. Thus, there must be 
an integer t in that inter; al for which it has exactly one arc emanating 
fi*om it in G,. Therefore, G, has exactly one arc emanating from every 
node. Thus, because G, is strongly connected, G, is a circuit whose 
z length is the period of G. Therefore, Gx- = G, for k 2 t, completing the 
proof. 
2.1. Matrix version of the condensation method 
Let 1yk be the set of nodes in &. The ancestors of the nodes in Nk 
are giVen by the n-vector ck = (ci) where ck is the unique node in hi( of 
which node i is an ancestor. It turns out to be convenient to represent 
the ancestors of a node in Nk as an arborescence with root at the node 
in question. This amounts to computing instead the n-vector b, = (bk) 
from which, as we shall see, ck is easily found when needed. Let bi = i 
ifiENkandb~=ilifi$I,h’k, where 2 = li is the smallest index for which 
i $! Nj. Thus, for i e &, bi is the node with whic?l node i was condensed 
in the first graph in which i did not appear. Now Ck can be determined 
from bk by y(b,) = ck where y is defined as follows. Let k = (b’) be 
int:gral with 1 2 b’ .s i 5 n and define y(b) f c ~2 (c’ ) recursively, be- 
ginning with c1 = I, by the rule: ci = i if b’ = i and ci = cfl if /3 - b’ < i. 
Denote by iza = a !;he largest integer not exceeding k for which i E /o 
If no such integ,zr exists, let ai =: -- 1. Thus, for each i E Ark with II; >_ 0, 
Q; is the largest “known” integer at step k for which some ancestor of 
node i is accessible in ai steps from node 1. 
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Let C be a graph with nodes A/. Dt*n& by M = (mkl) the adjacency 
matrix of (3, i.e., mki = 1 if (k, 2) is an NC in G and mkr’ = 0 otherwise. 
Let 7” be the tra Isformation which sends the adjacency matrix M = (tnkl) 
of a graph G into the adjacency matrix T/./I4 = IM* = (m&) of the graph 
formed from G by condensing the jth node of 6 into its jth node, j # i, 
and appending the isolated node i, i,e., 
for all I; and rni, = mkl otherwise. 
Let G; be the lyaph formed from Gk by appending the isolated nodes 
N \ &. Let M, = (mti) be the adjacency matrix of the graph G;. The 
computation of L#k = (.jk,, M,, ak, bk) i!; carried out inductively with the 
initial conditions: jO = 1 7 MO is the adjacency matrix of G, aA = 0 and 
ab = -1 forif il. and b&l, . . ..n).Then.given k> Oand&,we 
have Ik = {i : n$e’ = I). where j = .$_l, jk = min Ik, 1; 5 lk \ {jk}, 
where j = jk and the product ranges over thz indices d E Ii, and 
The period p is pi ecisely the number of n!ldes i for which bin_2 := i. 
Moreover, the p cyclic classes are specified by c~,,_~ =T(b2n _2). Further- 
more, the cyclic class containing a node i with bin_.2 = i is accessible in 
211-2 - d’ 2n_2 steps to the cyclic class containing node j2,+2 a 
The computation of the Ik, and hence the jk, for 1 < k 5 :!n- 2 re- 
quires ZA most 211~ + O(I~) comparisons. Since the sets I; are disjoint for 
all k, the computation of the Mk for 1 <, k: < 2~.2 also requires up to 
2n2 + O(n) comparisons and a like Ilumber of “overrides”, i.e., replace- 
ment of one stored number by another 3. Thus, because computation of 
3 See footnote on next page. 
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the t&,bk) for 1 <, ih- 5 2~2 and of~~~_~ requires only O(n) cumpari- 
sons and overrides, the total numbers of comparisons and overrides re- 
quired to determine the period p and the p cyclic classes do not exceed 
4n” + O(H) and 2n2 + 0(n), rc:;pectivcly. Notice that the total storage 
required is IT* + O(I?). 
2.3. A rejhenzent 
The number of operations can usually, bu;_ not always, be reduced 
further as follows. Let r be the smallest integer for which U&l, = N, 
and let t be the smallest integer not less than T for which J.$ = 8. An 
obvious modification of the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that G, is a 
circuit. In order to take advantage of this more rapid termination of the 
algorithm, we need to compute r. To this end, let vi = 1 if i E UfX& and 
ui = 0 otherwise, and let Ck = Cy=, uk be the number of nodes reached by 
step k. These quantities can be computed recursively as follows: u: = 1 
ifiEIkandyk = I$ _1 if i $ &, and i& equals &_ 1 plus orre for each 
i E Ik for which v;c _ 1 = 0. The initial conditions are ui = II, ua = 0 for 
i# 1 a.\.&= l.Theuk = (vi) and &. 1 5 k <_ 2rz-2, can all be com- 
puted with O(n) operations. Then r is the smallest integer for which 
6 = n. 
3. The alternating condensation method 
In this section, we develop an algorithm requiring about 25% fewer 
comparisons thal; the condensation method. The procedure involves 
alternate use of two types of condensations of C:, one being that used in 
Section 2 and the other being a new one. 
We define a sequence G,, G,, . . . of graph!; inductively below. Asso- 
ciated with each graph G, are two integers /Q and jk-, and an /z-vector 
ak = (a&). Roughly speaking, Pk is the smalls st multiple of the period p 
that is “known” at step k; jk is a node in G, belonging to that cyclic class 
in G which can be reached in [+k] ([xl is the largest integer not exceed- 
’ Actually, the number pf overrides can bc cut tp at most II* + O(IZ) if w: yp’ ice T/, i + j, 
everywhere by pj, where pj sends II!?= (rn$ into ‘F/M = M* = (mil), where ~?ljl = [nil V r?lil, 
mJ= rnli V rntj and nzi = 0 for all 1; and rnH = rnkt otherwise. It is easy to c;?eck I hti? the (uk, bk) 
will not be changed by this alteration so the algorithm still works. However the in?erpretation 
of the rows of M;, in U k 1 1; is no longer valid. 
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ing s) steps from the cyclic class in G containing node 1; and for each 
node i in G,, di is the largest integer “known” at ster lr that does not 
exceed [f k] and for which the cyclic class containing node i is accessible 
in a; steps from rhe cyclic class con’laining node 1 (if no such integer 
exists, let ai = - 1). Two types of condensation are used alternately to 
form Gk from G, _ 1. When k is even, condensation iscarried out’ as in 
Section 2. When k is odd, condensation is based on the following fact. 
All nodes that are known to be accessible to a given node in a number 
of steps equal to some multiple of the period belong to the same cyclic 
class as the given node and so can be condensed with that node. 
We now formulate the method more precisely. Let Go = G, gls = ~0, 
j. = 1, aA = 0, and ab = -1 for i # 1. Then for given k > 0, G&pk_l, 
jk_, and ak-l, there are two cases, viz., k is even or odd. 
If k is even, let Ik be the set of terminal nodes of arcs emanattng 
from node jk_, in Gk__t ; jk = rnin Ik ; Gk be the condensation of Q&_ 1 in 
which the nodes in I, are condensed into jrc; yk ‘be the greatest common 
divisor of Pk_l and of the “known” interarrival ,times of the cyclic class 
which is accessible in 3k steps from the cyclic class containing node 1, 
i.e., of the numbers $k - ai_1 for which af_l 2 0 and i E Ik; and ai = $k 
ifEJk andak=ai_r ifi$Ik. 
Suppose now k is odd and let & = &_r. Lf pk_I = 00 (which is so when 
k = I) or if pk_r = ‘3 f k-2 < =, then put 
in the contrary event, &_r < &_2 and we let fKt be the set of nr;)des in
Gk_ 1 that are “known” to be in the cyclic class that is accessible.jn [)k] --t 
steps from the cyclic class containing node 1, i.e., Ikt is the set of nodes i
in Gk__ 1 for which ai_1 2 0 and 
#I.- t - ai_, = 0 (mod &), t = 0, l .*, pk - 1 ; 
jk = min I&); Gk is the condensation of Gk_, in which the nodes Jn I& are 
condensed into the least node in Ikt for t = 0, . . . . pk - 1; and ai Z= [jk] - t 
for i E I& and E = 0, . . . . & - 1, and afC = ai_ if i $! u&t. 
Theorem 3.1. The graph G2n+l is a circuit whose length is the period of 
G. Moreover, the sets of ancestors of the nodes in G2n+l are the qvclic 
classes of G. 
c 
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Proof. Since CC is a condensation of Go, G,, . . . ant1 since these graphs 
are strongly connected, have corresponding cyclic Aasses anti have the 
same period, it suffices to show Gzn+, is a circuit of length pJn+,. This 
will be so if p2n+0 = p. Since p2n+l 2 p by construction and since p is 
the greatest common divisor of the lcngehs of all elementary circuits 
[ 31 in G, it remains only to show that p2n+l divides the length I of any 
elementary circuit in G. 
To this end, let k be the length of the shortest path in G from node 1 
to the circuit. Then 1 <, k f I <, n, tar if not the path is no?i minimal. 
Let i be the node in G, where the shortest path meets the circuit. Then 
i is an ancestor of j2k in G2, and of j2k+21 in G2k+2[. Thus, on letting 
CL(~) be the node in G, of which node i is an ancestor and putting d, = 
&( 7) - &-r) 2 0, we have I = d2k+l + . . . + d2,,, because c( 2k) = jzk, 
&? k + 21) = j2k+21 and. af = #r for even T where j = &. Hence, it suffices 
to show that p2n+l divides & whenever d, is positive and 21’~ < T <_ 2k + 21. 
There are two cases, r is even or odd. If r is even, CI, is positive only if 
c(r) E 17. In that event c(r-- 1) E I,. Hence, for r 4 2n+l, pzrrtq divides 
pr which in turn divides 37 - aT_l c(T- l) = d,, as desired. If r is odd, d, is 
positive only if p,_r < p,_2 and c(r) E ITr for some t. Then C(F-1) E I,, 
also. Thus, because for 7 5 2n+l, p2vr+l divides p, and pT divides 
[ir] - 1 - &‘_7i’) = d,, p2til divides d,, completing the proof. 
Defille f&, b,, ck, Gi, and k$ in terms of G, exactly as for the con- 
densatiorl iiietho d. The conqcltat ion af & z @k, jk , h$, ak, bk ) is carried 
out ind:actively with the same inirial conditions as for the condensation 
method except one has in addition that p. = ~0. Then, given k > 0 and 
&l s one computes Lk as follows. 
If k is even, Lk is Calculate’zl from Lk_t in exactly the same way as in 
the condensation method except that the Euclidean algorithm is used 
to compute the greatest common divisor pk of pk_l anda of the numbers 
-tk 2 - ai_ for which a:_, 1: 0 and i E IA. 
SUppOSe IlOW that k is odd, SO ,&+ = &_I. If &._l =’ O” Or if &_I = 
Pk-2 <-, thenLk =&_I. In the contrary event, pk_ 1 ~1 pk _ 2, and jk and 
ak are computed as described above. It remains to find k!k = @‘Z$) and 
b,. To this end, let 
Ikt= {i : ai_, 2 0, bi_\ = i, [ik] - t - ai_1 = 0 (modpk)} , 
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where j = min lkt, let 
where the product is extended over those indices i and t for which 
i E Iit and t = 0, . . . . pk - 1, and let 
iEIkt, r=o, . . ..pk - 3 , 
The period p = p2n+l and the p cyclic classes are specified by 
c2n+l = y(b2,&. Moreover, the cyclic class containing ;: node i with 
, 
bL+1 = i is accessible in n - a$n+l steps to the cyclic class containing 
node j2til. 
3.2. Computational’ ejrort 
Since the 1; are disjoint for all k, the colmputation of the i&, 
12: k<_ 2n+‘l, requires up to 2n2 + O(n) ccmparisons and a like number 
of oyerrides. (The numFcl of override:: cali be reduced to n2 + O(N) just 
a$ in the condeiisation method by using ?/ instead of T; everywhere.) 
Computation of the ik, ar:d hence j,+ for the n even values of k > 0 
requires no more 1:han n2 + 0(n’ I comparisons. IEvidently, finding the pk 
for even k requires taking t’Je greatest -common divisor of two extended 
positive integers (one of which dQes not exceed n) at most 2n iimes. 
Since the Euclidean algorithm will determine each such greatest common 
divisor in O(log2n) operations, the total number of operations to find 
ill1 the pk with k ever; is O(n log&. 
If k > 2 is odd, there are two possibilities. One is that pk_l = 00 or 
pk__] =pk_+ while the other is that pk_l < p&2. In the former event, 
& = &_, so the number of operations required for these values of k iS 
O(n). If pk__l < p&2, complltatioi? Iof ithe JAzt, and hence jk for fixed k is 
O(n). And there are at mosx O(hg,n) odd integers k for which pk._l < pk.__2 
because then &_l <, n if pk__2 = = while p&l 5 &__2 if pk_2 <, n 
(of course, pAIZ E (n, 00) is nnpossilble). Thus, computation of pk and jk 
for all odd k requires at most O(n log2n) opera&ions. 
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Putting these facts togetlher and recalling that the (Q, bkj, 1 <= $I < 2rz+lZ, 
and C&+1 can be computed with O(rz) operations, we see the algorithm 
requires 3n2 + O(n) compariscx, 2n2 + O(n) overrides, and O(fz log& 
additional operations. The number of storage locations needed is FIN + O(rz). 
Remark 3.2. It is possible to improve the alternating condensation method 
by using a refinement analogous to that given at the end of Section 2. 
The details are left to the rear’ler. Of course, one should also stop at 
step kifPk= 1. 
Remark 3.3. It is easy to see that if we omit step k for one or more odd 
k < 2n+l - which a.mounts to putting L, = L,_, for those k -- then 
Theorem 3.1, and hence the algorithm, remains valid. Such omissions 
do not reduce our upper bound on the number of operations, however. 
Remark 3.4. It is not necessary to compute the last M, in either algo- 
rithm, viz., MZn_* in the condensation method or MZH1 in the alternating 
condensation method. This fi.1c.t together with the preceding remark 
suggest hat the following procedure might be efficient. Omit step k of 
the alternating condensation method for all odd k < 2n+i and do not 
compute M2n+l. This scheme requires only rz condensations, al: like 
those in Section 1. 
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